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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U)  Date: 02/19/2013

To:

From: CRIT INCIDENT RESPONSE
IR-ASU
Contact:

Approved By: UC

Drafted By:

Case ID #: (U) Aviation Research and Development

LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE
This information is the property of the FBI and may be distributed to state, tribal, or local government law enforcement officials with a need-to-know. Further distribution without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access.

Synopsis: (U) Authorizes use of

Reference:

Details:

UNCLASSIFIED
As described in the referenced Serial, testing has shown that the

+++

UNCLASSIFIED
From: OTD (FBI)
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 12:12:07 PM
To: RMD (FBI)
Cc: OTD (FBI)
Subject: FW: Airborne Missions for Cell Site Simulators (CSS) --- SECRET/NOFORN
Attachments: Draft

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN

Derived From: FBI NSIC dated 20130301
Declassify On: 20401231

FYI

From: (OTD) (FBI)
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 7:11 PM
To: (IR) (FBI); (OGC)(FBI); OTD (FBI)
Cc: (ER) (FBI)
Subject: Airborne Missions for Cell Site Simulators (CSS) --- SECRET/NOFORN

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN

Derived From: FBI NSIC dated 20130301
Declassify On: 20401231

Here is a synopsis of what I have obtained so far. The caveat is that the airborne missions are not recorded in metrics. I also cannot locate any data in Sentinel.

Therefore, the data I have is based upon an urgent email request that was sent out to the field. There may be additional missions that can be reported in the future, when all the respond (the email was sent 06/08/2015). Also, some of the missions might go back as far as when had tried to start a nascent aerial capability. At that time, CSS gear was sent to had gear, but they sent it back for lack of interest/usage. The POC for that program reached out specifically to those offices in addition to the wide email I sent. All offices reported back with the same stats as the ones emailed to me. There may also be airborne missions that involved that are no longer in the tech program or retired, so I cannot say for certain that the mission numbers are 100% accurate. So far, we have five airborne missions reported.

Since this information is going to AD Yacone soon, I thought you should be kept in the immediate loop, but the attached document has not received approval for release yet from UC and A/SC.
I approve. Nice work, and team.

---

Here is a synopsis of what I have obtained so far. The caveat is that the airborne missions are not recorded in metrics. I also cannot locate any data in Sentinel and . Therefore, the data I have is based upon an urgent email request that was sent out to the field. There may be additional missions that can be reported in the future, when all the respond (the email was sent 06/08/2015). Also, some of the missions might go back as far as when had tried to start a nascent aerial capability. At that time, CSS gear was sent to had gear, but they sent it back for lack of interest/usage. The POC for that program reached out specifically to those offices in addition to the wide email I sent. All offices reported back with the same stats as the ones emailed to me. There may also be airborne missions that involved that are no longer in the tech program or retired, so I cannot say for certain that the mission numbers are 100% accurate. So far, we have five airborne missions reported.

Since this information is going to AD Yacone soon, I thought you should be kept in the immediate loop, but the attached document has not received approval for release yet from UC and A/SC.
Supervisory Special Agent
Operational Technology Division
Tracking Technology Unit

Office:
Mobile:
Fax:

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN

Classification: SECRET//NOFORN
From: [Redacted]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 3:00:44 PM  
To: [Redacted]  
Cc: [Redacted]  
Subject: RE: Airborne & Stats --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

TRANSCRIP'TORY RECORD

From: [Redacted]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 2:58 PM  
To: [Redacted]  
Cc: [Redacted]  
Subject: RE: Airborne & Stats --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

TRANSCRIP'TORY RECORD

From: [Redacted]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 2:55 PM  
To: [Redacted]  
Cc: [Redacted]  
Subject: RE: Airborne & Stats --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

TRANSCRIP'TORY RECORD
I am still not certain where those stats came from for the DD?

I’m available the 10th and 11th, and morning of the 12th.

Thanks,

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOGO

---

2 quick issues-
Thanks.

Associate General Counsel
Chief, Science & Technology Policy & Law Unit
FBI Office of the General Counsel

E-Mail (U): ic.fbi.gov
E-Mail (S): ic.gov

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by calling
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

==================================
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

==================================
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

==================================
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

==================================
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
From: [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI)*
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:20:06 AM
To: [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI) [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI)
Cc: [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI) [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI)
Subject: [Redacted]
Attachments: [Redacted]

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN

Classified By: C47W84R73
Derived From: FBI NSIC dated 20130301
Declassify On: 20251231

I have reviewed and approved the attached documents.

SSA [Redacted]
Acting Section Chief
Technical Surveillance Section
Operational Technology Division

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN
(U) LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE: The information marked (U/LES) in this document is the property of FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network.

I made some edits to our [redacted]. Please review and make sure I haven't broken anything. We need to finalize and have our folks initial soon.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//LES